EcoRIG PLATFORM SYSTEM OPERATION QUICK GUIDE
RISK OF DEATH, INJURY, IRREPARABLE SYSTEM DAMAGE
YOU MUST NOT OPERATE THE SYSTEM UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED FULL TRAINING AND YOUR TRAINING HAS
BEEN SIGNED OFF IN THE EcoRIG HANDOVER DOCUMENT – if in doubt consult your manager

This is a Quick Refresher Reference…. if in doubt ALWAYS refer back to the EcoRIG handover document
Minimum 2 people operation - One must always be watching whilst the system is in motion
ASSUMPTION – that the Unit is in display position, run up to maximum height; the area beneath the
shelves is cleared of anything within 1m of the base plinth & the base plinth will be clear of all items
Initial Checklist
Spur switched on, Clear area to work in, Clear descent area - persons & obstructions, Clear line of
sight - lanyard user has uninterrupted view of platform descent
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW
 When shelves are in motion an audible siren sounds
 The lanyard operates on a ‘Deadman’ principle, finger on button activates, finger off button stops
 A slow stop/start operates in order to maintain the stability of items on shelves
 There is a 3 second ‘run on’ when the finger is taken off either the UP or DOWN button, this is to
slow the motor to a very gentle stop so that less stable items on shelves do not fall
 WARNING ALWAYS WATCH the highest point of your top shelf display to ensure you stop the
upward travel before there is any of risk of the display hitting the ceiling structure
OPERATION
Plug the connector on the lanyard remote control into the socket

Stand a minimum of 4m clear of the area beneath where the shelves will be lowered to.
Press ‘DOWN’ on the lanyard control panel, the shelves will lower very slowly. Lower the shelves to the desired
height or until the unit automatically stops (which will be when both shelves are fully lowered).
Dress the shelf, not to exceed the Safe Working Load (All items placed on shelves should be secure and are done so
at the end user’s responsibility)
Standing 4m away the shelf can be raised using the ‘UP’ button.
The lower shelf will not start to rise until the upper shelf is pre set height above the top of the lower shelf
Once the upper shelf has cleared enough to work on the lower shelf, the lower shelf can be dressed, not to exceed
the Safe Working Load
Once finished, stand 4m away and press the ‘UP’ button

WARNING ALWAYS WATCH the highest point of your top shelf display to ensure you stop the upward
travel before there is any of risk of the display hitting the ceiling structure

The task is not finished until the paperwork is done
It is IMPERATIVE that you carry out ‘visual in service checks’ during the operation, complete the ‘Staff Operation
Record’, switch off the fused spur and return the lanyard control to the store’s secure storage.

This is a Quick Refresher Reference …. if in doubt ALWAYS refer back to the EcoRIG handover document
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